zo8	THE AGE OF REASON
Every department of state had its board, and the members
controlled and checked each other and shared and divided
responsibility. Every board was absolutely subject to the
King. " Never did absolute monarchs take their autocracy
more seriously than the Hohenzollerns of the eighteenth
century. Mirabeau could truthfully say that the Prussian
Government had become for the science of despotism what
Egypt was to the ancients in search of knowledge."l The
King seldom saw his Ministers, except for the regular ' annual
review/ which he held of them every June. The rest of the
time he was working with his private secretaries in the secrecy
of his closet or ' cabinet/ reading the Ministers' and boards'
reports, and issuing his decisions upon these.
The chief merit of the system was its rapidity. All matters were
dispatched forthwith, if circumstances did not require a special
investigation. Since everything was done by letter and the
King's mind worked with extraordinary speed, there was no
reason for delay. It should be remembered that the military
order and preciseness of the King's life in Potsdam was con-
ducive to hard work, that he had with him neither wife nor family,
that there was neither Court nor French Court etiquette, that
he never observed a religious holiday and never was distracted
by undesired interruptions. There was something like Puritanical
zeal in his unremitting application to work. His secretaries and
Ministers testify to the tyrannical discipline which he exercised
over his mind and body. With punctilious regularity he disposed
of everything as soon as it came to him, sometimes issuing as
many as thirty or forty Cabinet orders in a single day, and rarely
did he postpone any matter from one day to another. Nowhere
in the entire Prussian bureaucratic system was there such impec-
cable order as in the Cabinet of the King. Just as each hour of
the day, each week and month, so the entire year was arranged
in such a manner that no business crowded on the heels of
another. A calendar on his table indicated not only the duties
of each day and week, but informed him when all outstanding
reports, replies, and other matters fell due. Even when in May,
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